
This issue of Horizons presents a list of REAP’s publications since 1989, when REAP began. REAP has four primary publication series: 1) Horizons, published bimonthly with articles on research or current issues of concern to rural Virginia; 2) The State of Rural Virginia, published two to three times per year with graphs and charts depicting economic trends and conditions affecting rural Virginia; 3) REAP Reports, presenting the results of REAP supported research; and 4) REAP Policy Papers, discussing current issues and their public policy aspects. REAP also publishes occasional special reports, proceedings of conferences, etc. All REAP publications as of March 2000 are listed below by general subject area. To request any publication, please contact the REAP office using the information in the Notices section: “How to Reach Us.”

Competitiveness and Opportunity in Virginia Agriculture

Horizons

- “Part-time Farming in Virginia” by Judith Stallmann; and “A Unique Approach to Farm Labor Problems” by Chip Planck. March/April 1990.
- “Focus on Alternative Agricultural Opportunities...Developing a Market for Non-Traditional Products” by Charles Coale; and “Economically Speaking of Alternative Opportunities in Virginia...” by Daniel Taylor. July/August 1990.
- “Emphasis on Feedgrains and Livestock...The Future of Virginia Corn Production” by Joseph Coffey; and “Problems Faced by Virginia Swine Producers” by Suzanne Thornsbury. September/October 1990.
- “Reduce Food Losses...Feed the Hungry” by Karen Mundy. July/August 1997.

Reports


Horizons (ISSN 1075-9255) is a publication of the Rural Economic Analysis Program (REAP) in the Department of Agricultural and Applied Economics and the College of Agriculture and Life Sciences at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University. Please address all correspondence to REAP, Dept. of Ag. and Applied Econ. 0401, Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, VA 24061; phone: (540) 231-9443; email: reap01@vt.edu.


To Market...To Market...Seven Steps to a Marketing Plan for Horticultural Products. Karen Mundy, Charles Coyle, Jr., and Susan Sterrett. Virginia Cooperative Extension Publication 448-227/REAP R029.


Policy Papers


Virginia Tech does not discriminate against employees, students, or applicants on the basis of race, color, sex, sexual orientation, disability, age, veteran status, national origin, or political affiliation. Anyone having questions concerning discrimination should contact the Equal Opportunity and Affirmative Action Office.
The State of Rural Virginia


Special Publications

- Proceedings: Can Agriculture and Growth Coexist? Transcript of November 1998 conference, Can Agriculture and Growth Coexist?

The Present and Future for Virginia’s Rural Communities

Horizons

- “Self-development Strategies in Rural Areas” by Jan Flora and Gary Green; and “The Importance of Public Services to Communities” by Thomas Johnson. September/October 1991.
- “Surfing the Net for Rural Information” by Anna Cox. January/February 1996.
- “Confronting the Rural Health-Care Crisis” by Christopher Nye. May/June 1996.
- “Are Economic Development Incentives Blessings in Disguise or Necessary Evils?” by Thomas Bailey and Thomas Johnson. July/August 1996
- “It Depends…” by David Lamie and Karen Mundy. July/August 1999

The State of Rural Virginia


Reports

- **Non-Metropolitan to Metropolitan Commuting: Gateway to Prosperity or Barbarians at the Gate.** Rongbing Huang and Bradford Mills. Virginia Cooperative Extension Publication 448-241/REAP R043, 1999.

Policy Papers


Special Publications


Educational Issues for Virginia’s Communities

Horizons


The State of Rural Virginia

- “Education in Rural Virginia.” Volume 2, No. 1. Winter 1993

Reports


Policy Papers

Environmental Issues in Rural and Agricultural Virginia

Horizons


Reports


Policy Papers


Federal, State, and Local Government and Rural Virginia

Horizons


Reports
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